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Appendix 1: 

Assessment of basic literacy skills 
 

Introduction 
Effective teaching and interventions has to be informed by the teacher’s detailed 
knowledge of a child’s learning.  This information can be gathered in a number of 
ways – 

• classroom observation 
• work sampling 
• writing analysis 
• test results etc. 

 
The Literacy Assessment Pack is intended to help teachers identify pupil’s 
strengths and weaknesses in early literacy skills.  Research evidence indicates 
that the majority of pupils who are dyslexic have particular difficulty with 
processing phonological information and consequently in developing 
phonological skills which are essential to the long term development of fluent and 
accurate reading. 
 
The Literacy Assessment Pack is a resource to facilitate the assessment of an 
individuals’ strengths/weaknesses in these areas.  Resources are also included 
to enable the assessment of other essential skills including knowledge of high 
frequency words and early phonic recognition. 
 
Building up detailed evidence of an individual’s skills enables the effective 
identification of teaching objectives and/or appropriate learning targets for 
developing an IEP. 
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The Literacy Assessment Pack 
 

Introduction 
 

THE LAPack is based on the original guidance given in Appendix 1 of the 
Oxfordshire Dyslexia Policy and Guidance (January 2002).  It has now been 
updated and extended and is available as a complete assessment pack as part 
of the course materials for the OQSA Course Literacy Assessment Pack 
delivered by the Advisory Team for Inclusion. 
 
The Pack consists of the instructions and materials to enable you to assess the 
basic literacy skills of an individual pupil. 
 
Who are these assessments for? 
 
These assessments are intended to enable teachers to identify pupils’ strengths 
and difficulties for use with pupils in Key Stages 1 and 2.  It may also be 
appropriate for older pupils who may be experiencing difficulties in acquiring 
secure basic literacy skills.  The assessments in the LAPack will assist in 
identifying any gaps in a pupil’s skills which may be preventing the acquisition of 
fluent and accurate literacy skills.  It is particularly important not to assume that 
because pupils are older, that they have mastered all the early literacy skills on 
which the later higher order skills e.g. comprehension, depend. 
 
The materials are all criterion based (they have not been standardised). 
 
The aim of the assessment is to identify the next learning objectives in 
developing secure literacy skills. 
 
The Pack is divided into 6 sections: 
 

1. Sound Blending 
2. Sound Analysis 
3. Awareness of Rhyme 
4. Grapheme/Phoneme Knowledge 
5. Basic Word Recognition 
6. Recognition of Phonic Patterns 

 
The first 3 sections assess the pupils phonological skills.  There is an abundance 
of research evidence indicating that most pupils who have difficulty in acquiring 
fluent reading skills have difficulties with phonological processing which may 
relate to poor phonological awareness which then hinders the acquisition of later 
phonic skills. 
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What is Phonological Awareness? 
 
The term Phonological Awareness refers specifically to conscious awareness 
that the connected speech sounds that make words can be broken into small 
segments.  The sound segments (phonemes) can be manipulated. 
 
The development of Phonological Skills usually follows a developmental 
sequence: 

• Awareness of whole words as a sequence of sounds that have meaning 
• Awareness of rhythm 
• Awareness of rhyme 
• Ability of onset and rime within a word, leading to the ability to segment 

words into onset and rime e.g. c-at  b-oat 
• Ability to segment words into phonemes e.g. c-a-t  b-oa-t 
• Ability to manipulate phonemes in a word. 

 
Again research evidence indicates that many children have difficulty acquiring 
these very early skills and not secure therefore may not be able to go on to 
develop useful phonic strategies. 
 
Section 4 – is an assessment of a pupil’s knowledge and ability to map 
graphemes to phonemes to graphemes for writing.  Fluent and accurate 
grapheme-phoneme knowledge is important for the development of fluent 
reading and writing. 
 
Section 5 – is an assessment of knowledge of the most commonly used words 
for both reading and writing.  The vocabulary lists from the national literacy 
strategy have been used for this purpose.  The ability to read and write these 
words automatically with fluency and accuracy is important for developing fluent 
reading and writing skills later on.  Lack of fluency and or accuracy on these high 
frequency words can become a barrier to learning in Key Stages 3 and 4. 
 
Section 6 – assesses the pupil’s ability to recognise the more common phonic 
patterns.  Both words and non-words have been used.  The non-words enable 
the assessment of phonic skills without the aid of semantic (meaning) cues. 
 
Miscue Analysis 
Guidance is given in Section 5 on how to assess the strategies that a pupil is 
using from the errors (miscues) that s/he makes when reading continuous text.  
This is particularly useful for older pupils in key Stages 3 and 4. 
 
All the sections contain step-by-step instructions on how to administer and record 
each assessment.  Appropriate test materials and record sheets are included. 
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Who should administer the assessments? 
 
These materials are primarily intended for SENCos and teachers but they can be 
used by experienced TAs provided that they have had appropriate training and 
guidance in not only carrying out the instruction for each assessment but are able 
to observe pupils carefully and recognise and record pupils responses 
accurately.  They must be sensitive to any aspect of the assessment that 
presents difficulty for the pupil. 
 
Whilst it may not be necessary to complete all the assessments with every pupil, 
every care must be taken not to make assumptions about what a pupil can or 
cannot do. 
 
Completion of the assessment will provide a range of information which should 
help to identify the next learning targets for a pupil and provide a baseline of 
criterion based information against which to measure the effectiveness of any 
intervention subsequently initiated. 
 
It is recommended that copies of the record sheets from the LAPack are dated 
and filed in the pupil’s individual Action Record. 
 
 
 
 
If you have any comments about the LAPack please contact 
Marian Halliwell 
Consultant for Inclusion 
Advisory Team for Inclusion 
01865 428022 
marian.halliwell@oxfordshire.gov.uk 
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Phonological Skills Assessment 
 

1. Sound Blending 
 
These assessments are oral.  They test the ability to 
manipulate sounds that you hear. 
Start with Test A for all pupils. 
If s/he is confident on Test A and makes no errors, go 
straight to Test D. 
If s/he makes errors on Test A, do Tests B and C 
 
Test A 
 
     
 
Materials 
Card with 4 pictures of 3- phoneme words 
Record sheet 
 
Procedure 
Say : 
 I am going to say the sounds that make one of these 

words.  I want you to try to point to the picture of the   
c- a- t 

Continue in the same way with the practice words: 
f-i-sh 
b-oo-k 
b-e-d 
 
(Say the sounds as cleanly as possible.  Try to avoid 
adding the schwa sound at the end of each sound) 

Can the child blend 3 phonemes to make a word? 
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• Demonstrate if the child hesitates or is unsure. 
• If the child does not respond, repeat the sounds 

blending them so that the child can hear the word.  Do 
this for the other practice words. 

• If the child clearly is unable to blend individual 
phonemes discontinue the test and go on to Tests B 
and C. 

 
If the child understands the task and completes the 
practice words continue as follows: 
Say: 

Now I am going to say some more sounds, and I want 
you to tell me what word they make. 

 
1. m-a-d 
2. h-o-p 
3. g-e-t 
4. f-u-n 
5. l-i-d 
6. y-e-s 
7. j-a-m 
8. n-o-t 
9. w-i-n 
10. h-u-g 
 
Write correct and incorrect responses on the record sheet 
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Test B 
 
Can the child blend separate syllables to make a word? 
 

Procedure 
Say: 

I am going to say some words that I’ve split into pieces 
like a talking jigsaw puzzle.  See if you can put them 
back in your head and tell me what the word is. 

Ta-ble 
 
(Be careful to pronounce the syllables exactly as you 
would in the word, without distortion.) 
 

Continue with the practice words 
Fin-ger 
El-e-phant 
Kan-ga-roo 
 
Once the child understands what s/he has to do continue  
in the same way with the following test words: 
 
1. mon-ster 
2. pen-guin 
3. win-dow 
4. croc-o-dile 
5. tel-e-phone 
 
Write down all responses on the record sheet 

Can the child blend separate syllables to make 
a word? 
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Test C 
 
 

Procedure 
Say: 

Now try these.  They’re almost the same.  Put the 
sounds together to make a word just as you have been 
doing. 

Practice words 
sm-ash 
w-itch 
cl-ap 
s-un 
m-et 
 
Once the child understands what you are asking him/her 
to do give the following test words: 
 

Test words 
1.  st-op 
2.  p-in 
3.  t-en 
4.  m-ake 
5.  c-ut 
 
Write all the responses on the record sheet 
 

Can the child blend onset and rime to make a word? 
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Test D 

 
Procedure 
Say: 
Now I’m going to say some more sounds and I want 
you to tell me the word, just as you have been 
doing 
 
Test 
1. f-l-i-p 
2. p-r-a-m 
3. b-r-ow-n 
4. h-e-l-p 
5. p-i-n-k 
6. s-t-a-m-p 
7. b-l-e-n-d 
8. c-r-i-s-p 
9. s-p-l-a-t 
10. s-t-r-i-p 
 
Write down all responses on the record sheet 
 

Can the child blend 4/5 phonemes to make a word? 
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Test E 

 
Procedure 
Say: 
Now I am going to say some more sounds, and I 
want you to tell me the word, just as you have 
been doing.  The only difference is that these are 
nonsense words, so you won’t know them. 
1.  f-r-i-m 
2.  t-r-u-ff 
3.  p-l-ou-t 
4.  b-i-l-k 
5.  b-r-a-m-p 
6.  s-m-o-n-t 
7.  g-l-e-n-d 
8.  p-r-i-s-t 
9.  d-r-a-s-k 
10. g-l-u-f-t 
 
Write all the child’s responses on the record sheet 
 

Can the child blend phonemes to make non-
words? 
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Phonological Skills Assessment 
 
 

1.  Sound Blending 
 
 

TEST A  Blending 3 phonemes to make a word 
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Phonological Skills Assessment 

 
2. Sound Analysis 

 
These assessments are oral, and test whether a child can 
‘hear’ the sounds in words. They assess whether a child can 
identify and say accurately the separate phonemes in short 
words. 
 
Test F 

 

Procedure 
Say: 

I’m going to say a word and I want you to tell me what 
the first sound of the word is. 

 
Emphasise that you want the first sound, and ensure that the 
child understands what you mean.  Use other terminology to 
make it clear if necessary – ‘the sound at the beginning’, 
‘what the word starts with’, etc. 
Say: 

fog  (emphasise but do not distort the /f/) 
The first sound in fog is /f/. (say the letter sound, not the 
name) 

Say: 
Now listen to man (emphasise but do not distort the 
/m/) 

Say: 
The first sound in man is /m/. (say the letter sound, not 
the name) 

Can the child ‘hear’ the first phoneme in a word? 
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 Continue in the same way with the practice words: 
 
Practice words 
ham   sad 
big   jump 
 
Once the child understands what you are asking her/him to 
do, 
 
Say: 

Now I am going to say some more words, and I want 
you to tell me the first sound 
 

Test words 
1.   pot   6.   girl 
2.   zip   7.   jug 
3.   shop   8.   do 
4.   big   9.   nice 
5.   can   10  race 
 
Record correct and incorrect responses on the sheet 
provided. 
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Test G 

 

Procedure 
Say: 

I’m going to say a word and I want you to tell me what 
the separate sounds in the word are. 

Ensure that the child understands what you mean, using 
other terminology if necessary. 
 
Say: 

pit – the first sound is /p/, the middle sound is /i/ and it 
ends with /t/.(say letter sound, not name) 

Say: 
Now you try. Tell me the sounds in these words 

 
Practice words 
top   can 
hook  fish 
 
Once the child understands what s/he has to do continue in 
the same way with the following test words 
Say: 

Now I am going to say some more words and I want 
you to tell me all the sounds (in the correct order) 

Test words 
1.   pan  4.   leg  7.   mug  10. bug 
2.   met  5.   man  8.   win 
3.   chin   6.   cot  9.   gon(e) 
 
Record correct and incorrect responses on the sheet 
provided. 

Can the child ‘hear’ all three phonemes in a word? 
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If the child has made all correct responses on Test G do not 
give tests H and I 
 

Test H 

 
Procedure 
Say: 
Now I want you to tell me what the last sound in a word is. 
The last sound in jam is /m/. 
 
Emphasise that you want the last sound, and ensure that the 
child understands what you mean. Use other terminology if 
necessary – ‘the sound at the end’, ‘the last sound you hear’. 
Give the practice words until the child understands what to 
do. 
 
Practice words 
miss  win 
well   hav(e) 
 
Once the child understands what you are asking her/him to 
do, 
 
Say: 

Now I am going to say some more words, and I want 
you to tell me the last sound 

Test words 
1.   dog  4.   sum  7.   hen  10.  bell 
2.   tap  5.   yes  8.   cough 
3.   fat  6.   mad  9.   leak 
 
Record correct and incorrect responses on the sheet 
provided. 

Can the child ‘hear’ the final phoneme in a word? 
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Test I 

 

Procedure 
Say: 

Now I want you to tell me the sound you can hear in the 
middle of some words. Try cat (emphasise but do not 
distort the /a/) 
The middle sound in cat is /a/. (say letter sound, not 
name) 
 

Emphasise that you want the middle sound, and ensure that 
the child understands what you mean. Use other terminology if 
necessary to explain. Give the practice words until the child 
understands what to do. 
 
Practice words 
hop   tin 
pet   sad 
 
Once the child understands what you are asking him/her to do, 
saying the words normally, continue with the following test 
words 
 
Test words 
1.   map   6.   log 
2.   hot   7.   hut 
3.   yet   8.   dig 
4.   pick   9.   pen 
5.   hug   10  sat 
 
Record correct and incorrect responses on the sheet provided. 

Can the child ‘hear’ the middle (medial) phoneme in a 
word? 
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Phonological Skills Assessment 

3. Awareness of Rhyme 

The following activities assess whether children can generate 
and/or recognise rhymes. The activities become progressively 
easier, so you can stop as soon as a child is successful. You 
should add more explanation at any stage if you think it is 
needed. It is important that the child understands the task. 
Always record what the child says. 
 

Test J 
 
 

 

Procedure 
Say: 

Now we are going to talk about rhyming words… 
 
(It is worth using the term because many more children do now 
know it since the NLS was introduced.)  Go on 

….like in the nursery rhyme….Jack and Jill went up the….. 
 

Allow child to supply the rhyming word – if they can’t, say it for 
them.  GO ON 

Jill, hill…those words rhyme – they sound a bit the 
same…they sound the same at the end don’t they. Can you 
think of any other words that rhyme with Jill and hill?  Jill, 
hill…..

Can the child generate rhyming strings? 
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If the child cannot think of another rhyme, suggest one. 
Say: 

Jill, hill, pill…. Can you think of another one that rhymes, 
sounds a bit the same. 

Add some more if there is no response – 
Say: 

Jill, hill, pill, Bill, mill – they all rhyme – they all sound the 
same at the end. 

 
If the child is able to supply a rhyming word, 
Say: 

Yes that’s right; now lets change the word – can you think of 
a word that rhymes with ‘red’?  ‘top’? 

 

By now it will be clear whether the child can supply rhymes 
fairly easily. If they can do so, it is not necessary to proceed 
any further. 
 
If s/he cannot find a rhyming word try another word. 
Say: 

Can you think of any words that rhyme with cat? 
Cat, bat ……….. 
Can you think of any more? 

 

Record the child’s responses on the record sheet. 
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Test K 
 
 
 

 
Materials 
 
Awareness of Rhyme Sheet. 
 
3 pages of pictures of a range of objects. 
 
Procedures 
If the child cannot supply rhymes (Test J), use the Test K 
sheets of pictures (each has three pictures that rhyme). 
 
Say: 

Here are some pictures – some of them rhyme – like Jill, hill. 
See if you can find the ones that rhyme. 

 
Show the child one of the sheets of pictures 
Tell the child the name of each picture 
 
Say: 

Can you find the one that rhymes with…..? 
 
Show the child how to look and help them to find the rhyming 
picture. Then repeat the procedure, to see whether s/he can 
find the other rhyming pictures. 
 
If the child has difficulty go on to another of the sheets and 
name all the pictures first: 
Then ask the child to find the pictures that rhyme. 

Can the child match rhyming pictures? 
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Test L 
 
 
 

 
 
Procedure 
 
If the child cannot match rhyming pictures (Test K), take the 
sheet with 3 pictures, two of which rhyme, name each of the 
pictures.  Ask the child to find the ones that rhyme and the odd 
one out. 
 
Make a record of the child’s responses 

Can the child identify non-rhyming picture 
from a group of three? 
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3.  Awareness of Rhyme TEST K 
Matching rhyming pictures test 
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3.  Awareness of Rhyme TEST K 
Matching rhyming pictures test 
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3.  Awareness of Rhyme TEST K 
Matching rhyming pictures test 
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Awareness of Rhyme 
Identifying the non rhyming picture 

TEST L 
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Literacy Skills Assessment 
4. Grapheme/Phoneme Knowledge 

The ability to name the letters of the alphabet and to match 
letters (graphemes) to the sounds (phonemes) that they 
represent is a very important predictor of literacy skills later on. 

Materials 
Sheet with letters of the alphabet printed in upper case. 
Sheet with letters of the alphabet printed in lower case. 
(These can be made into cards) 
Grapheme/Phoneme knowledge record sheet. 

 
 
Procedure 
Show the child the cards in the order on the record sheet. 
Say: 

I want you to tell me the name of this letter 
 
When the child has responded 
Say: 
Now can you tell me the sound that this letter makes? 
 
 
Show the child each of the lower case letter cards in turn. 
(If the child gets tired or bored you may have to complete this 
assessment over several sessions.) 
 
 
Repeat this procedure for the upper case letters. 

Does the child know the names and sounds 
(phonemes) of the letters of the alphabet? 
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Procedure 
Without showing the sheet to the child 
Say: 

Now I want you to write down the letter when I say the letter 
name 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Procedure 
Without showing the cards to the child 
Say: 

Now I want you to write down the letter that matches the 
sound that I say 

 
Note any hesitancy or incorrect letter formation. 
Record responses on the record sheet 
 
Be prepared to complete this assessment over 2 or 3 sessions 
and not all of it in one session. 
 
 

Can the child write the correct letter (grapheme) to 
match a given letter name? 

Can the child write the correct letter (grapheme) to match 
a given sound (phoneme)? 
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Literacy skills Assessment 
 

4. Grapheme / Phoneme Knowledge Test 
 
 

 
A 

 
H 
 

 
O 

 
V 

 
B 

 
I 

 
P 

 
W 

 
C 
 

 
J 
 

 
Q 

 
X 

 
D 
 

 
K 

 
R 

 
Y 

 
E 
 

 
L 

 
S 

 
Z 

 
F 
 

 
M 

 
T 

 

 
G 
 

 
N 

 
U 
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Literacy skills Assessment 
 

4. Grapheme / Phoneme Knowledge Test 
 
 

 
a 
 

 
h 
 

 
o 

 
v 

 
b 

 
i 

 
p 

 
w 

 
c 
 

 
j 
 

 
q 

 
x 

 
d 
 

 
k 

 
r 

 
y 

 
e 
 

 
l 

 
s 

 
z 

 
f 
 

 
m 

 
t 

 

 
g 
 

 
n 

 
u 
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Literacy Skills Assessment 
 

5. Basic Word Recognition 
 
These assessments assess the child’s ability to read the most 
common words. Additional information can also be gathered 
including: 

• The strategies the child has used to read single words 
• The number of words the pupil recognises at sight and/or 

decodes 
• Strengths or difficulties with phonic or visual strategies 
• The pupil’s rate of acquisition and retention of sight 

vocabulary 
 
Materials 
 
The NLS Reception Word Recognition 1 sheet 
Word recognition record sheets with space to record miscues 
The NLS Year 1/2 Word Recognition 2 sheet 
 
Procedure 
Start with the high frequency word recognition 
NLS Reception word list 1 

• Cover all but the first line of words with a piece of card 
• Ask the child to read any words they recognise 
• If a child is very hesitant and does not seem to recognise 

any words, offer to point at each word in turn with a pencil 
and invite the pupil to stop you if s/he thinks s/he might 
know what a word says 

• Move the pencil slowly, and give plenty of time for recall of 
words like mum and dad, as these are quite likely to elicit 
a response 

• Continue a line at a time 
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• Record everything the child says, including incorrect 
attempts, letter sounds or names and attempts to blend. 
Try to do this out of the child’s direct vision and be positive 
about any response, whether or not it is correct 

• If the child recognises fewer than 15 of the NLS Reception 
word list, do not continue. Otherwise repeat the procedure 
with the NLS Year 1 & 2 word list 2 

(you may need to do this over more than one session) 
 
Recording and Scoring 
As the child reads, try to record what the child does. Does s/he 

• Say the letter sounds aloud or under the breath and try to 
blend them 

• Guess using (first) letter(s) as a clue 
• Recognise whole words without using phonic strategies 
• Attempt many words unsuccessfully, or only make 

attempts is s/he feels confident 
 
Record all responses 
Count the number of words read and record the total and date. 
Add comments about the strategies used. (It is also useful to 
note whether pupils respond quickly or takes time to recognise 
words.) 
There is space on each record sheet to note responses and 
scores on four occasions. Regular testing (perhaps each term) 
will indicate whether or not words are retained, and help 
monitor the speed at which pupils acquire new sight vocabulary 
and phonological skills. 
 
 
Phonic strategies 
Children may say letter sounds aloud, or under their breath. 
Older pupils may even ‘say’ them in their head, and will usually 
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indicate this if asked. If all sounds are written down as the child 
says them it is often possible to detect whether or not the pupil: 

• Correctly associates sound and symbol 
• Blends sounds properly (some children can say all the 

sounds correctly, but are unable to blend them together) 
Pupils may demonstrate phonological skills orally, or in single 
word reading, but be unable to use these strategies in 
continuous text. 
 
NOTE 
Assessments of reading strategies used by the pupils also 
need to be carried out in continuous text. 
(Additional assessment using continuous text is essential to 
evaluate comprehension and other contextual reading skills). 
 
Word recognition and graphic knowledge/visual 
cues 
By recording the miscues and noting the speed and confidence 
of response, it is also possible to get and idea of whether a 
child; 

• Recognises words and/or letters at sight quickly and 
accurately 

• Makes visual errors, eg 
 Reverses/inverts words or letters 
 Looks at the first letter or beginning of a word and 

‘guesses’ the rest 
 Confuses visually similar words or letters, eg t/f, 

p/b/d, n/u, it/if, come/came, no/on 
 Confuses ‘little’ words eg and / the / it / is / he (more 

likely in continuous text) 
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Suggestions for Recording 
Adopt your own ‘coding’ to record pupil responses. It can be 
helpful to indicate letter names by writing the letter with a small 
horizontal line above: 
  − − − − 
eg.   h a v e indicates that the child says letter names 
and letter sounds with a small v above: 

v v v v 
eg.  h a v e indicates that the child says letter sounds 
If sounds are incorrectly blended, indicate this by also 
recording the word exactly as the child says it eg. wiv for with: 
 

v v v v 
eg  s t o p = tip  indicates that the child says letter  

sounds correctly but misreads the word 
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5.  NLS Reception Word Recognition 1 
Test sheet 

 
 
I 

 
up 

 
look 

 
we 

 
like 

 
and 

 
on 

 
at 

 
for 

 
he 

 
is 

 
said 

 
go 

 
you 

 
are 

 
this 

 
going 

 
they 

 
away 

 
play 

 
a 

 
am 

 
cat 

 
to 

 
come 

 
day 

 
the 

 
dog 

 
big 

 
my 

 
mum 

 
no 

 
dad 

 
all 

 
get 

 
in 

 
went 

 
was 

 
of 

 
me 

 
she 

 
see 

 
it 

 
yes 

 
can 
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5.  NLS Year 1/2 Word Recognition 2 
Test sheet 

 
about after again an another as back 

ball be because bed been boy brother 

but by call came can’t could did 

do don’t dig door down first from 

girl good got had half has have 

help her here him his home house 

how if jump just last laugh little 

live love made make man many may 

more much must name new next night 

not now off old once one or 

our out over people push pull put 

ran saw school seen should sister so 

some take than that their them then 

there these three time too took tree 

two us very want water way were 

what when where who will with would 

your       
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Literacy Skills Assessment 
 

6. Recognition of Phonic Patterns in Words and 
Non-Words. 

 
These assessments assess the child’s ability to recognise 
and read phonic letter patterns with words and non-words. 
 
(Non-words are used to prevent the child from recognising 
the whole word without needing to recognise the phonic 
pattern.) 
 
Phonics is the ability to link letter-sound knowledge as a 
reading strategy. 
 
Materials 
Phonic Check Sheets 1-4. 
Phonic Skills Assessment record sheet. 
 
Procedure 
Place a sheet of paper or card over the check sheet so that 
only one row of boxes shows at a time. 
Say: 
I am going to show you some words.  I want you to try to 
read them aloud.  Some of the words are not real words 
they are made up words but I want you to try to read them 
to me as if they are real words. 
 

• Point to each word by moving a pencil across the row.  
Make sure you allow the child plenty of time to 
respond. 

• Encourage the child to have a go if s/he seems 
hesitant. 

• Record on the record sheet everything the child says 
using the suggested coding used for basic word 
recognition assessment. 
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• If the child is struggling with the first few words in any 
group, encourage him/her to attempt any words s/he 
feels able to. 

• You may need to complete the assessment over more 
than one session 
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1. Phonic Check Sheet 1 
 

CVC WORDS 
 
Medial short /a/ 

pat man bag 
 

gat fap tam 
 

 
Medial short/e/ 

wet ten bed 
 

seg ped rem 
 

 
Medial short/i/ 

bin hit lip 
 

nig fim wib 
 

 
Medial short/o/ 

dog cot hop 
 

wod lox pon 
 

 
Medial short /u/ 

gum cup run 
 

mup dut sub 
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6.  Phonic Check Sheet 2 
/B/P/D/ WORDS 

 

bid pod bed 
 

dob bup pab 
 

 
CONSONANT DIGRAPHS 

 

chin such chap 
 

chup mich toch 
 

 
shop shut fish 

 
kish nash shog 

 
 

thin with moth 
 

peth thip theg 
 

 
sack neck duck 

 
weck bick pock 

 
 

song wing bang 
 

jing hong pung 
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6.  Phonic Check Sheet 3 
 

INITIAL CONSONANT BLENDS 
 

block 
 

drip skip 

frog 
 

crab grub 

slip 
 

stem swim 

brick 
 

glad spot 

twig 
 

trim prod 

clap 
 

flag snap 

 
 

FINAL CONSONANT BLENDS 
 

sift 
 

bank hold 

damp 
 

kilt rant 

rust 
 

fist silk 

wisp 
 

tesk lend 
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6.  Phonic Check Sheet 4 
 

VOWEL DIGRAPHS 
 

rate wipe home 
 

tube pain peel 
 

day heat foam 
 

coil spout hook 
 

bitter toy hurt 
 

town dirt field 
 

moon law 
 

ceiling 

newt low part 
 

learn spy hair 
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Phonological Skills Record Sheet 
 

1. Oral Sound Blending         Name           Date 
 
 Test A.  Three phonemes 

Target Word  Response Target Word Response 
1.    m-a-d   6.    y-e-s   
2.    h-o-p   7.    j-a-m   
3.    g-e-t   8.    n-o-t   
4.    f-u-n   9.    w-i-n   
5.    l-i-d   10.  h-u-g   

TOTAL CORRECT (Max 10)   
 

Test B.  Syllables 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

1.    mon-ster   4.    croc-o-dile   
2.    pen-guin   5.    te-le-phone   
3.    win-dow      

TOTAL CORRECT (Max5)   
 

Test C.  Onset and Rime 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

1.    st-op   4.    m-ake   
2.    p-in   5.    c-ut   
3.    t-en      

TOTAL CORRECT (Max5)   
 

Test D.  Four/five phonemes 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

1.    f-l-i-p   6.    s-t-a-m-p   
2.    p-r-a-m   7.    b-l-e-n-d   
3.    b-r-ow-n   8.    c-r-i-s-p   
4.    h-e-l-p   9.    s-p-l-a-t   
5.    p-I-n-k   10.  s-t-r-i-p   

TOTAL CORRECT (Max 10)   
 

Test E.  Non-words 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

1.    f-r-i-m   6.    s-m-o-n-t   
2.    t-r-u-ff   7.    g-l-e-n-d   
3.    p-l-ou-t   8.    p-r-i-s-t   
4.    b-i-l-k   9.    d-r-a-s-k   
5.    b-r-a-m-p   10.  g-l-u-f-t   

TOTAL CORRECT (Max 10)   
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Phonological Skills Record Sheet 
 

2. Oral Sound Analysis          Name           Date 
 

Test F.  Initial (first) phonemes 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

1.    pot   6.    girl   
2.    zip   7.    jug   
3.    shop   8.    do   
4.    big   9.    nice   
5.    can   10.  race   

TOTAL CORRECT (Max 10)   
 

Test G.  All three phonemes 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

1.    pan   6.    cot   
2.    met   7.    mug   
3.    chin   8.    win   
4.    leg   9.    gon(e)   
5.    man   10.  bug   

TOTAL CORRECT (Max 10)   
 

Test H.  Final phoneme 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

1.    dog   6.    mad   
2.    tap   7.    hen   
3.    fat   8.    cough   
4.    sum   9.    leak   
5.    yes   10.  bell   

TOTAL CORRECT (Max 10)   
 

Test I.  Medial (middle) vowel 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

1.    map   6.    log   
2.    hot   7.    hut   
3.    yet   8.    dig   
4.    pick   9.    pen   
5.    hug   10.  sat   

TOTAL CORRECT (Max 10)   
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Phonological Skills Record Sheet 
 

3. Awareness of Rhyme          Name           Date 
 
 
 Test J.  Generating rhyming strings 
Target word Response 
hill 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 Test K.  Matching rhyming pictures 
Target picture Response 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 Test L.  Identifying non-rhyming picture 
Target picture Response 
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4.  Grapheme/Phoneme Knowledge Record Sheet 
Name     Date   Score      /52 

 Letter 
name 

Letter 
sound 

Gives 
word 

Incorrect 
response 

Can* 
form 

 Letter 
name 

Letter 
sound 

Gives 
word 

Incorrect 
response 

Can* 
form 

A      a      
H      h      
O      o      
V      v      
B      b      
I      i      
P      p      
W      w      
C      c      
J      j      
Q      q      
X      x      
D      d      
K      k      
R      r      
Y      y      
E      e      
L      l      
S      s      
Z      z      
F      f      
M      m      
T      t      
G      g      
N      n      
U      u      
    TOTALS      TOTAL 

SCORE 
/52

 
Confusions Not Recognised Comments 

 
Tick correct responses, record all attempts and/or words given 
 

*Forms the letter correctly independently 
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5.  Word Recognition 1 
(NLS Reception Words) 

Record Sheet 
 

Name     date   class     year 
 

Date     Date     
I     cat     
up     to     
look     come     
we     day     
like     the     
and     dog     
on     big     
at     my     
for     mum     
he     no     
is     dad     

said     all     
go     get     
you     in     
are     went     
this     was     
going     of     
they     me     
away     she     
play     see     
a     it     
am     yes     
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5.  Word Recognition 2 
NLS Year 1-2 Words 

Record Sheet 
 

Name     date   class        year 
 

Date     Date     
about     half     
after     has     
again     have     
an     help     

another     her     
as     here     

back     him     
ball     his     
be     home     

because     house     
bed     how     
been     if     
boy     jump     

brother     just     
but     last     
by     laugh     
call     little     
came     live     
can’t     love     
could     made     
did     make     
do     man     

don’t     many     
dig     may     
door     more     
down     much     
first     must     
from     name     
girl     new     
good     next     
got     night     
had     not     
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Word Recognition 2 (continued) 
Record Sheet 

 
Name     date   class        year 

 
Date     Date     
now     them     
off     then     
old     there     
once     these     
one     three     
or     time     
our     too     
out     took     
over     tree     

people     two     
push     us     
pull     very     
put     want     
ran     water     
saw     way     

school     were     
seen     what     
should     when     
sister     where     

so     who     
some     will     
take     with     
than     would     
that     your     
their          
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Literacy Skills Assessment 
6.  Phonic Record Sheet 

Name     Date   Class         Year 
 

CVC Words 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

pat   gat   
man   fap   
bag   tam   
wet   seg   
ten   ped   
bed   rem   
bin   nig   
hit   fim   
lip   wib   

dog   wod   
cot   lox   
hop   pon   
gum   mup   
cup   dut   
run   sub   

 
BPD Words 

Target Word  Response Target Word Response 
bid   dob   
pod   bup   
bed   pab   

 
Consonant Digraphs 

Target Word  Response Target Word Response 
chin   chup   
such   mich   
chap   toch   
shop   kish   
shut   nash   
fish   shog   
thin   peth   
with   thip   
moth   theg   
sack   weck   
neck   bick   
duck   pock   
song   jing   
wing   hong   
bang   pung   
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Initial Consonant Blends 
Target Word  Response Target Word Response 

block   frog   
drip   crab   
skip   grub   
slip   brick   

stem   glad   
swim   spot   
twig   clap   
trim   flag   
prod   snap   

 
Final Consonant Blends 

Target Word  Response Target Word Response 
sift   damp   

bank   kilt   
hold   rant   
rust   wisp   
fist   tesk   
silk   lend   

 
Vowel Digraphs 

Target Word  Response Target Word Response 
rate   tube   
wipe   pain   
home   peel   
day   coil   
heat   spout   
foam   hook   
bitter   town   
toy   dirt   
hurt   field   

moon   newt   
law   low   

ceiling   part   
learn      
spy      
hair      
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COHORT RECORD SHEET 
 

Oral Sound Blending Oral Sound Analysis Awareness of Rhyme 
Test A: 

/10 
Test B:  

/5 
Test C: 

/5 
Test D:

/10 
Test E:

/10 
Test F: 

/10 
Test G:

/10 
Test H: 

/10 
Test I: 

/10 
Test J: 

Y/N 
Test K: 

Y/N 
Test L: 

Y/N 
Name 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
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Grapheme/Phoneme Knowledge Word Recognition
Lower Case Upper Case 

Name: 
/26 

Sound: 
/26 

Name: 
/26 

Sound:
/26 

NLS R: 
/44 

NLS 
Y1/2: 
/113 

CVC 
words: 

 
/30 

BPD  
words: 

 
/6 

Conso 
-nant 

Digraphs: 
/30 

Initial 
Consonant 

Blends: 
/18 

Final 
Conso-

nant 
Blends: 

/12 

Vowel 
Digraphs: 

 
/27 Name 

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 
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Literacy Assessment Pack     Name: 
 
Summary Sheet 
Sections 1-3: Phonological Skills 
 
Test Achieved 

(date) 
1.  Oral Sound Blending  
A:  Three phonemes  
B:  Syllables  
C:  Onset and rime  
D:  Four/five phonemes  
E:  Non-words  
2. Oral Sound Analysis 
F:  Initial phonemes  
G:  All three phonemes  
H:  Final phoneme  
I:  Medial vowel  
3.  Awareness of Rhyme 
J:  Generating rhyming strings  
K:  Matching rhyming pictures  
L:  Identifying non-rhyming pictures  
 
Section 4: Grapheme/Phoneme Knowledge 
(please enter each date that the child is tested and their score out of 52 for being able to say the 
letter name, sound, a word that starts with the letter and can form the letter correctly) 
 
Date       
Capitals /52 /52 /52 /52 /52 /52
lower case /52 /52 /52 /52 /52 /52
 
Section 5: Word Recognition 
(please record how many words the child is able to read from each list and the date of testing – 
refer to each child’s assessment pack for the words he/she was unable to recognise) 
 
Date            
NLS Rec. 
Words  /45 /45 /45 /45 /45 /45 /45 /45 /45 /45 /45
NLS Y1/2 
Words /113 /113 /113 /113 /113 /113 /113 /113 /113 /113 /113
 
Section 6: Phonics 
 
Test Achieved (date) 
CVC words  
BPD words  
Consonant digraphs  
Initial consonant blends  
final consonant blends  
vowel digraphs  
 

These should be 
ticked and dated 
when the child has 
demonstrated that 
they are secure in 
each skill.  


